
MALAYSIA -  A STAR IN THE EAST

16th September 1963, not to be confused with the 31st of
August, is called Malaysia Day, it is one where we celebrate
the founding of a united federation of territories
comprising Malaya, Singapore, Sarawak, North Borneo and
Brunei. Unfortunately, this date is merely regarded as a public
holiday to most Malaysians today, for its details and
significance are diminished and ignored. 

The founding of Malaysia is a symbolic event that reflects the
eagerness to cherish similarities in the midst of differences. In
the post-war era, the stability of the world hangs in the
balance, it could descend into ideological war and Southeast
Asia is destined to be the front. Leaders of Malaya, Singapore
and Borneo realised this and set out on a long, completed
journey filled with politics, finance, external confrontation
and bureaucracy to unite their peoples. We succeeded in
forming a united federation, not by weapons and violence but
by diplomacy, mutual tolerance and understanding,
demonstrating that in times of uncertainty, the pen is mightier
than the sword.

Hari Malaysia
 S I X T H  E D I T I O N



Our brothers and sisters in the
East form the bedrock of modern
Malaysia. Sabah and Sarawak
have contributed greatly to our
federation with their natural
resources and culture. Contrary to
the perceptions of many, they
should not be viewed as ordinary
states, they are equal partners to
Malaya, with autonomies in their
official language, immigration
policies and education. This, of
course, is the reminder to all that
we must be aware of our origins
and history, for, without history,
there is no future.

The charismatic Tunku Abdul
Rahman once said, “gaining
independence is easier than
maintaining it”, how timeless and
relevant these words are. The
world before us today is replete
with challenges and obstacles
that test our unity and
nationhood, with the COVID-19
crisis ravaging, international
relations souring,  we must step
forward and be an exemplar of
unity that the present world direly
needs. 

Happy Malaysia Day!
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MASCA-EMA MALAYSIA DAY 
VIRTUAL CELEBRATION

In conjunction with Malaysia Day, MASCA invites all
Malaysians to attend the MASCA-EMA Malaysia Day Virtual
Celebration on the 20th of September 2020. It will be hosted
on Zoom. It is filled with fun activities, insightful talks and
entertainment, participants stand to win interesting prizes!
Details of the event will be posted on our Social Media
channels soon, so stay tuned!

Find out more about the event at: bit.ly/MDfbevent

Register for the event now at: bit.ly/MDrego

We hope to see you there and Happy Malaysia Day from
MASCA!
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Facebook: Malaysian Students' Council of Australia - MASCA 
Instagram: masca_national 
Twitter: MASCA_National 
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